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DURING THE
2018-19 SCHOOL

YEAR
 

CLASS ATTENDANCE 

 

 
 

an average of

3 classes per

week 

 

over 60

classes total
 

Every child and young person deserves equitable
access to tools that support physical, mental, and

emotional health and wellbeing.  
 

Through a strengths-based and resilience-
building approach, we provide a space for young
people to learn and practice skills that support

their holistic wellbeing and their continued
growth toward their highest potential. 

 
The practices we share are proven to

increase:
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EXCEEDED 300

PARTICIPANTS

Visit our website to learn more 
www.transformationyogaproject.org



TYP program evaluations were administered over the course of three
months at Delaware County Juvenile Detention Center to determine the
participants' perception of the program and to measure their self-
reported levels of  awareness, self-regulation, self-esteem, anxiety,
depression, and resilience.
 
 

SUMMARY OF IMPACT 
PARTICIPANT
RESPONSE 

 

“[The part I liked best was]
the teacher talking and
telling us how to relax,

helped me keep my mind
off problems”

 

“My favorite part was
learning how to do yoga”
 

“I like the whole class
period. It was relaxing.”

 

“I can just meditate in
class.”

Our analysis of the program evaluations indicated positive results
that could be attributed to practicing yoga and mindfulness, as
published research studies have verified similar results. 
 
83% responded that they “always” pay attention to how they feel,
which demonstrates high emotional awareness. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

About Delaware County Juvenile Detention Center
Located in Lima, PA - Delaware County Juvenile Detention Center can house
approximately 66  adolescents ranging from ages 10 - 18. While the young people
are being detained, they recieve a variety of programs including: school,
educational support services, counseling, and holistic services intended to
reduce the risk of recidivism and support their return to their communities. 

Yoga and mindfulness  pract ices  help to  direct  awareness  to  the body,  the
breath,  the mind and the present  moment  through interoceptive  cuing.

More than 2/3 of people surveyed chose responses that disagreed
with the statement “When I’m upset, I feel out of control.” 
This  f inding suggests  part ic ipants  feel  they have the abi l i ty  to  sel f -
regulate.  Our  programs teach breathing and mindfulness  techniques that
can be used to  regulate  emotions  and sensations.

Approximately 2/3 of the people surveyed felt that they can stay
focused either “always” or “most of the time.” 
Yoga and mindfulness  have been shown to  increase focus  and
concentrat ion.

84% of people responded positively to the statement “I try again if I
don’t succeed at first,” which indicates a characteristic of
resilience, or the ability to overcome challenges.
Yoga has been shown in  research to  increase resi l ience,  which is  a
character ist ic  inherent  in  al l  of  us  that  can be increased by pract ic ing
support ive  techniques that  elevate personal  strengths.

75% of people surveyed responded to the question assessing
anxiety (“I worry about making mistake”) “about half the time” or
"always."
Anxiety  appeared to  be to  be high as  these young part ic ipants  were
facing the chal lenges of  detention.  With  sustained pract ice,  yoga and
mindfulness  have been shown in  research to  help improve symptoms of
anxiety.

Overall, the participants surveyed seemed to enjoy and value
the yoga classes. The survey included an open-ended
question, as is common with many youth
programs, responses suggested that the participants view
guided relaxation as the most beneficial aspect of the class.
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